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The new one! With its distinctively smart new styling, its even greater splendor and its brilliant new performance and handling, there can be no question that the newest car in the luxury field is the 1966 Cadillac.

Your first admiring glance tells you that a motor car this handsomely styled could only come from Cadillac. Then, after only a few minutes behind the wheel, you'll discover that the 1966 Cadillac is as desirable for its engineering excellence as it is for its elegance. Exclusive new variable ratio power steering reduces parking and turning effort as much as one-third. Meaningful chassis and engine improvements, along with highly scientific acoustic design, result in the quietest, most comfortable and most brilliant performing Cadillac in history. Visit your authorized Cadillac dealer soon—and inspect and drive the 1966 Standard of the World. It’s the best possible way to learn how luxury motoring has progressed in a single year.